The article presents magnetoencephalography (MEG) data from healthy participants while undergoing the Hold/Release paradigm. During the paradigm, participants visually perceived a sequence of two letter strings which either assembled into real words (Hold condition) or pseudowords (Release condition). If the first letter string was morphologically valid, they held their attention (and/or held the item in working-memory) to wait for the second string, whereas if it were invalid, they could release it, respectively. We present data on high-frequency neuronal oscillations of the Hold condition compared to the Release condition. Making this information publicly available could allow other researchers to perform analyses and contribute to understanding the cognitive processes such as language, mnemonic or attentional processes.
Data
The data presented in this manuscript is magnetoencephalography (MEG) data, which was partially used in a previous published experiment [1] ; in that publication, three sub-conditions within the Hold condition were analyzed and reported. The data, in the currently presented article, were collected from healthy participants performing the Hold Release paradigm, which is thought to involve working memory, attention and language processes [1, 2] . We publish here (https://doi.org/10.17632/ zpbxzpm6m6.1) the raw power data in the time-frequency spectrum (TFR) of À400 to 700 ms (a couple of subjects with fewer samples had À350 to 650 ms) post stimulus onset and at 40e150 Hz for the two conditions. Specifically, the data is organized in the following way: 30 matrices from 15 participants, with 2 matrices for each participant. Each matrix represents either the hold ('h') or the release ('r') condition. In each matrix you will find 4 dimensions: trials * MEG-sensors * spectralfrequency (40:5:150) * time (À0.4:.05:.7).
In addition, we statistically contrasted the two conditions (independent sample t-test). In Supplementary Table S1, data are organized as statistical TFR tables, containing t-values in each of the 23 lines (representing 40e150Hz) and in each of the 21 columns (representing À350 to 650 ms) for every one of the 15 subjects (all MEG sensors and trials averaged).
Experimental design, materials, and methods
MEG data were collected from fifteen healthy right-handed and native-Dutch subjects while performing the Hold/Release paradigm (Fig. 1) . As cab be illustrated in Fig. 1 , pairs of stimuli were unified together, and then either represent real Dutch words, or not, respectively. Naturally, subjects are able to make their lexical decision earlier for Release trials compared to Hold trials. Hence, we retained data only from trials in which response was made after the onset of the second lexical item (i.e., stem). This ensured that data would not be contaminated or biased by motor response. To ensure equivalent comparison between trials, we matched the trial numbers between the two conditions, in a way that conditions with excessive trials were randomly discarded. On average, the number of trials in the hold condition was 29.93 and in the release condition 30, and there was no statistically significant difference Specifications 
Value of the Data
The present data offers a valuable contribution for researchers studying working-memory, language, attention and their underlying neural mechanisms. The data represents a broad high-frequency response, which is often difficult to obtain non-invasively, in healthy subjects and can be used to perform several data analysis schemes. The data can inspire other future or ongoing investigations by examining the present, data.
(P ¼ .94) between the trial numbers in the two conditions. The fully detailed Experimental information is described in our previous publication [1] . We present the statistical contrast (independent sample t-test) TFR matrices of the two conditions (Hold vs Release) in Fig. 2 , with all MEG sensors averaged. Data reveal a gamma frequency pattern: a broad-band pattern in the first 120 ms, and a narrow-band pattern at 120e420 ms (P clustercorrected < 0.05).
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